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1. The individual is essentially a ____ of a society.

     	--->> member

     	      individualistic

     	      human being

     	      homo-sapien

2. A civil disobedient is regarded as a ____ that deserves to be punished.

     	      warrior

     	--->> criminal

     	      fighter

     	      violence

3. The concept of liberty can be used in a moral and ____ sense in social and political 
philosophy.

     	      immoral

     	      immortality

     	--->> social

     	      psychological

4. Religious ____ offers ideological support for the assertion of the primordial values 
and institutions.

     	      foundation

     	--->> fundamentalism

     	      standard

     	      preacher

5. The terms liberty and ____ can be used synonymously, even though some social 
theorists try to maintain a distinguished between both.
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     	      randy

     	      radical

     	--->> freedom

     	      freelance

6. To Karl Marx, the state is, essentially, a _____ apparatus used by those in power

     	      labourer

     	      constituency

     	      marxius

     	--->> coercive

7. Civil ____ in relation to constitutional test cases and forms of protest as hunger strike,
 industrial strikes and self-immolation phenomena.

     	      gadget

     	--->> disobedience

     	      right

     	      observation

8. The notion of fairness defines a citizenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s _____ to an institution or state.

     	      farewell

     	      forte bright

     	      standpoints

     	--->> obligation

9. The essential attributes of a state as a contracted human institution is its provision of 
___ goods.

     	--->> public

     	      sale

     	      personal
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     	      converted

10. A theory is a category with which we analyse, organize, and ____ phenomena.

     	--->> synthesized

     	      systematic

     	      stylishly

     	      stylously
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